ACOM eBox

Ethernet Remote Control for ACOM power amplifiers

OUTSTANDING HF POWER PRODUCTS

www.acom-bg.com

MAIN FEATURES
ACOM eBox is an active Ethernet network device
which allows you to access and control remotely
the ACOM power amplifiers via your local network
or over the Internet. The ACOM eBox is specifically
designed and developed for remote control
exclusively of the following ACOM power amplifiers:

EASY TO OPERATE

The administration of the eBox is done via Webbased interface specially developed for ACOM
amplifiers. You can use any personal computer
running any operating system (OS). You just need
to run web browser as Chrome, Opera, Firefox, MS
Edge, Safari, etc.

ACOM 600S, 700S, 1200S and
• ACOM 2000A with its own RCU (Remote Control
Unit).
Amplifier settings in web browser

•

ETHERNET CONNECTIVITY

eBox directly integrates ACOM power amplifiers
to the Ethernet networks (your local network
or Internet). The eBox transfers commands and
information forth and back - from the operator to
the amplifier and vice versa - via the Ethernet.

ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE

Your eBox is always up-to-date due to its integrated
function for firmware update. The newest firmware
versions are available (usually as *.bin files) at
www.acom-bg.com. With just a few clicks you can
upload a new firmware to the eBox.

eBox to ACOM 600S, 700S, or 1200S connection

eBox to ACOM 2000A connections

Amplifier remote screen in web browser

Dealer/Partner's address:

ACOM Ltd.
Bulgaria | Bozhurishte 2227
Sofia-Bozhurishte Industrial Park | 6 Valeri Petrov Str.
GPS coordinates: 42.748616о | 23.209801о
info@acom-bg.com
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